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Salient points of the speech of BJP National President, Shri Amit Shah 

 
BJP Will form the next government in Bihar: Amit Shah 

 
Zero plus zero, always remain zero : Amit Shah 

 
Modi government at center is pro-poor and pro farmers: Amit Shah 

 
An inch of land is not going to any corporate house under the Land Acquisition 

Ordinance: Amit Shah 
 

BJP workers have to counter the misleading propaganda of opposition: Amit Shah 
 

In Bihar, Nitish Kumar has worked to bring the “Jangal Raj”: Amit Shah 

Today's workers conference is organized on the occasion of Ambedkar Jayanti and anyone with 

slightest sense will understand that BJP is going to form the next government in Bihar. After attending 

the today’s conference I am sure that be it be Grand Alliance or Mahavilay, BJP is going to form 

government with two-thirds majority. I also want to say to lalooji that zero plus zero will always 

remain zero and you can do any number of coalitions, you will not get anything out of it. The next 

government in Bihar will be led by the BJP. 

Friends, there is a lot of misleading propaganda of opposition, but today I want to ask the opposition 

which has ruled the country for 60 years, why there was no bank accounts of 60 percent people even 

after 60 years? The Narendra Modi led government has been successful to open more than 13 crore 

bank account umber its ambitious Prime Minister Jan-Dhan scheme. Now all the poor people will get 

the Rs 2 lakh accident insurance with a premium of just Rs. 12 per year and a life insurance of Rs. 2 

Lakh with a premium of just Rs. 300/-. All this is going to be given under the Jan-Dhan scheme. Those 

who allege that government do not care the poor; I want to tell them that this government is the 

government of poor and farmers. We have seen untimely rains and hailstorm which has affected the 

crops, I want to say that this is the BJP government which has change the age old norm of 

compensation. Modi government by adopting the criteria for the assessment of the crop damage 33 
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percent instead of the earlier 50 percent has helped the farmers in a big way. And to help the farmers 

it has increased the compensation by 50 percent. 

Friends, to alleviate the poverty and providing jobs and employment through ‘Make India and ‘Skill 

India’, this work has been done by the BJP government. 

Friends, there is a misleading campaign on the land acquisition ordinance by the opposition claiming 

that this ordinance has been brought for the capitalists, I want to tell BJP worker that an inch of land is 

not going to be given to the corporate. This land will be used for the development of villages of the 

country. This land is going to bring water to farmers' fields. BJP workers have to counter the 

misleading propaganda of opposition. 

Friends, recently Nitishji sit on the fast against the land acquisition bill. I ask to Nitishji who holds the 

land of 12 sugar mills in Bihar? Nitishji has to answer that who made a shoping mall on that land? 

Who has given the land to his friends, ministers, and family members? There are so many rail and 

road projects are stalled and it has been stuck because of the Nitish Kumar government. And he 

alleges that BJP is giving farmers' land to corporate. We have never done such kind of thing Nitishji. 

You should introspect. BJP and JD-U had a mandate in Bihar. But Nitish kumar backstabbed. Even, 

Nitish Kumar has again brought the Jangal Raj in Bihar. 

Friends, I want to ask the workers of state that did the BJP not liberated the peple of Bihar from the 

15 years of Jangal Raj? Did BJP not provide the roads and electricity in the villages of Bihar? Does BJP 

want to work for good schools in every village in Bihar or do not want? Should the 108 ambulance 

reach in each village or should not? Friends, if there is Nitish Kumar government or Rabri government, 

then nobody knows who will be the leader of the coalition. But be it Nitish Kumar or Rabri , the 

development of the state cannot be ensured. Only BJP-led government under the leadership of 

Narendra Bhai, could develop the state. Wherever BJP has government it has ensured development in 

the villages, prosperity to the farmers and employment to the youth. It has Lift up the poor out of 

poverty. And this work has been done by the BJP governments across the states.  

Bharat Mata Ki Jai! Vande Mataram! 


